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Özgür Baykara, MA
Arbitrability of EU Competition law damages
Private enforcement of EU Competition Law
Licensing and Business models in IP
Topics related to GDPR
E-commerce law in EU
Shipbuilding contracts

Meelis Eerik, MA
Topics in courts/judicial procedure
Topics in civil law

Indrek Grauberg, PhD
Topics in international organizations

Phillip W. Graves, MA
Topics in financial law - securities, contingent capital instruments, crypto
currency, ICOs, IPOs, alternatives to SWIFT, securitizations/special purpose
vehicles, and other related topics
Topics in digital restrictions of freedom of speech/expression – social media as a
public utility, network enforcement act, Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single
Market-exterritorial implications, and other related topics
Topics related to the democratic process/elections - transparency in voting, EU
democratic deficit, campaign financing, influences of NGOs, influences of
corporations, elitism vs populism, and other related topics
Topics in corporate law – rights of minority shareholders, gender/minority quotas
in the composition of board members, and other related topics
Topics in contract law – smart contracts, block chain technology - applications
and regulations, and other related topics

Topics on privacy in the digital era – surveillance, U.S. FISA court, data mining,
facial recognition technology, and other related topics
Generally, other topics in civil law

Igor Gräzin, PhD
Topics in international organizations
Topics in public international law

Aare Kruuser, MA
Topics in corporate law
Topics in civil law

Massimo La Torre, PhD
Topics in the future of the European Union
Topics in migration and asylum
Topics in citizenship

Heiki Lindpere, PhD
Delimitation of exclusive economic zones and continental shelves in
contemporary law of the sea
Prompt release of detained foreign vessels and the International Tribunal for the
Law of the Sea
WTO and the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement
of Disputes
Limitation of liability in today`s shipping
Renvoi in private international law
Electronic bill of lading

Samuli Miettinen, PhD
Any topical area of EU Law, yet priority is given to those who have submitted the
best plans to Samuli in advance and where he views the project is realistic.

Rein Müllerson, PhD
Topics in international organizations

Tiina Pajuste, PhD
Topics in International Organizations
Topics in Equality and non-discrimination
Topics in Peace Process and Conflict Resolution
Topics in Overarching Issues of Public International Law

K. Jaak Roosaare, JD
Are the Geneva Conventions hopelessly outdated, since in today’s armed
conflicts that include fighting terrorism it is not possible for a State’s legal
authority to distinguish combatants from civilians? Analyze and suggest
solutions.
Should a new human right be recognized: the right to connect to the internet.
Analyze the need, considering the existing human rights that are protected based
on the European Convention on Human Rights, Article 10 (which protects the
right to send and receive information).
Should a new human right be recognized: the right to credit? Analyze the need
and opportunities, considering that some argue that today it is not possible for
the average person and family in a developed society to cope (to buy a home or
car, providing children with a university education, etc.) without taking out a loan.
Should the prohibition on blinding laser weapons be reconsidered, considering
that curbing an enemy’s soldiers from participating in the armed conflict in this
manner is still less violent to individuals than killing them with bullets or bombs?
(Assertion: it is actually a more humane solution to use blinding laser weapons)

Issues related to the fight against modern piracy on the high seas. (The capture
and arrest of pirates, trying them in courts or tribunals, punishment.) What are
the possibilities of using the Law of the Sea Tribunal created by the1982 Law of
the Sea Convention, to bring pirates to justice before courts?
The developing cooperation and ties between pirates and terrorists in the
financing of terrorism. Analyze the possibilities of preventing and inhibiting this
cooperation by drafting and adopting new international conventions and
agreements.
Is the Constitution of the Republic of Estonia internally inconsistent, considering
that the so-called addition or supplement that was adopted by a general
referendum substantively provides, in advance, that all kinds of European Union
regulations and directives that have been adopted and will be adopted in the
future will supersede even the Estonian constitution, without even knowing in
advance what any new regulations, laws or directives may contain. Analyze and
offer solutions.
Generally, topics in humanitarian law
Generally, topics in human rights law
Generally, topics in public international law
Generally, topics in U.S. constitutional law
Steffen Schlinker, PhD
Topics in Civil Law
Topics in Commercial Law
Topics in General and Limited Partnership Law

Mart Susi, PhD
Protection of the freedom of expression in the digital sphere
The phenomenon of new human rights
Is the CJEU a human rights course?
Challenges to the concept of universality of human rights

